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BASAL SCARP,  PALEOGLACIER, AND FISSURE FLOWS O F  
ELYSIUM MONS, MARS; Mary G. Chapman ,  U.S. Geological Survey, 
Flagstaff, Ariz. 8600 1 

Geological mapping at 1:500,000 scale of the Granicus Valles area west of 
Elysium Mons (MTM quadrangles 30227, 30222, and 25227) indicates that (1) the 
oldest deposits in the area are Upper Hesperian lavas of the Elysium shield; (2) 
a basal scarp formed by Early Amazonian faulting around the northwest flank 
of Elysium Mons triggered growth of Elysium Fossae; (3) a glacier or an ice 
sheet west and north of the scarp was of long duration; (4) water and lava 
flows from Elysium Fossae became dominant during and after glacial 
recession; and (5) the last volcanic-fissure-related flows resulted in linear 
chains of small domes on the Elysium shield. 

A northeast-trending scarp forms a boundary between the shield of 
Elysium Mons and the varied materials that fill lower lying Utopia Planitia [I].  
Upper Hesperian lavas of the shield [2] are cut by the scarp (between lat 28.1' 
N., long 223.1' and lat 28.8" N., long 222.4"), but younger shield lavas [2] partly 
bury it. The scarp is interpreted to be the expression of a hinge fault (west 
side down) that may have been associated with extensional regional stress 
along a pre-existing zone of weakness [ I ] ,  because the scarp lies along the 
trend of a major wrinkle ridge in Lower Hesperian ridged plains at about lat 
16"-19" N., long 230°, about 600 km southwest of the map area [3]. The scarp 
was instrumental in the growth of Elysium Fossae northwest of the volcano [I]. 
Six major theater-headed fossae, including Granicus Valles, lie along the scarp. 
The fault likely breached a perched water source beneath the Elysium shield; 
spring sapping along fissures above the scarp could then have caused the 
theater-headed fossae to form. Hot-spring activity is  very possible, as this 
sapping is closely associated with regional volcanism. Other older parallel 
scarps above and east of the basal scarp appear to be the foci of other Elysium 
Fossae, but no evidence of water erosion or deposition is associated with these 
fossae.  

The basal scarp appears to have been the west boundary of a glacier or 
ice sheet that covered the area during a prolonged period in the Early 
Amazonian. Although some workers have interpreted all rough-textured 
deposits northwest of Elysium as lahars [4] or erosional plains [5], many high- 
standing, rough, and flat-topped mounds trend along fissures of the Elysium 
Fossae west and north of the scarp; the mounds resemble Icelandic table 
mountains and moberg ridges. Previous workers have suggested that these 
types of subglacial volcanoes occur in other areas of Elysium [6,7,8] and have 
found evidence of volcano-ground ice interactions in the general area [5,9]. 
The mounds are associated with low-standing, much smoother appearing 
deposits containing nested concentric (collapse) pits [9,10] and irregular 
channels. These deposits are locally bounded by lobate scarps and have been 
termed lahars [4], but they are more likely jokulhlaups formed by eruption of 
hot lava beneath the ice sheet. The Granicus Valles are suggested to have been 
initiated by subglacial fluvial activity [8]; this interpretation is supported by 
the occurrence of an inner channel ridge that bears a striking resemblance to 
some channel eskers noted elsewhere on Mars and Earth [ l l ] .  The ice sheet 
may have been a frozen remnant of a paleolake in Utopia Plaliitia [12, 131 that 
lapped against the basal scarp of Elysium Mons. The northern part of the 
mons, north of the scarp, may have been covered by a glacier, because it 
contains ice-related features [5,9], table mountains, and moberg ridges. 
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All of the rough-textured deposits discussed above are cut by channels 
and embayed by both shield and fossae lavas [ I ] ,  indicating that water and lava 
flows from Elysium Fossae became dominant after glacial recession. 

Some of the youngest volcanic activity in the area is expressed by small 
domes and associated flows. The domes occur in linear chains paralleling the 
trend of Elysium Fossae and are interpreted to be volcanoes that formed along 
fissures on the flank of Elysium Mons. They are products of the last fissure- 
related eruptio~is on the Elysium shield and attest to the depletion of the area 
in ground and surface ice. 

Hot springs along the basal scarp and subglacial volcanoes west of the 
scarp are likely locations for nonphotosynthetic microbial ecosystems in 
subsurface habitats on Mars [14]. For this reason the northwestern part of 
Elysium Mons is  a potential area for future Mars missions to determine the 
prior existence of exobiologic life. 
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